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ABSTRACT: We observe reversible, bias-induced switching of
conductance via a blue copper protein azurin mutant, N42C Az,
with a nearly 10-fold increase at |V| > 0.8 V than at lower bias. No
such switching is found for wild-type azurin, WT Az, up to |1.2 V|,
beyond which irreversible changes occur. The N42C Az mutant
will, when positioned between electrodes in a solid-state Au−
protein−Au junction, have an orientation opposite that of WT Az
with respect to the electrodes. Current(s) via both proteins are
temperature-independent, consistent with quantum mechanical
tunneling as dominant transport mechanism. No noticeable
difference is resolved between the two proteins in conductance
and inelastic electron tunneling spectra at <|0.5 V| bias voltages. Switching behavior persists from 15 K up to room temperature. The
conductance peak is consistent with the system switching in and out of resonance with the changing bias. With further input from
UV photoemission measurements on Au−protein systems, these striking differences in conductance are rationalized by having the
location of the Cu(II) coordination sphere in the N42C Az mutant, proximal to the (larger) substrate-electrode, to which the protein
is chemically bound, while for the WT Az that coordination sphere is closest to the other Au electrode, with which only physical
contact is made. Our results establish the key roles that a protein’s orientation and binding nature to the electrodes play in
determining the electron transport tunnel barrier.

■ INTRODUCTION
Proteins integrated into nanoscale devices as charge transport
material may provide a route to future bioelectronic
applications.1,2 The functions of such applications would rest
fundamentally on charge transport via the proteins and across
the interface between them and the electrodes.3 Bioelectronic
devices such as logic gates4 and multistate memory devices5

using redox proteins as building blocks have already been
reported. We have recently explored the possibility of using
monolayers of redox proteins in an essentially dry state, to
achieve transistor action6 with azurin, or conductance
switching7 with a cytochrome c mutant. We now succeeded
in observing switching also with an azurin mutant, a step
toward multifunctional protein electronics.
Azurin (Az) is an electron transfer copper protein involved

in the energy conversion system of the bacterium Pseudomonas
aeruginosa.8,9 The copper ion10 is bound at one (“north”) end
of the barrel-shaped protein, coordinated to three equatorial
ligands (N of His46 and His117 and S of Cys112) and two
weaker bonded axial ligands (S of Met121 and the peptide
backbone oxygen of Gly45), resulting in a distorted trigonal
bipyramidal geometry9,11 (cf. Figure 1A). A single disulfide
bridge located at the other, “south”, end of the protein
connects residues Cys3 and Cys26 in a disulfide bridge. Az
structure and function were found to be maintained upon
adsorption on surfaces in an essentially dry state.12 This, along
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Figure 1. (A) Schematic structure of the substrate-attached WT Az
(PDB file 1azu); the Cu(II) coordination sphere is presented in an
orange sphere; the coordinating residues are shown as red sticks. (B)
As A, but for the N42C Az mutant.25 Asparagine 42 was replaced by
cysteine (shown in violet), which served to form a Au−S bond. The
violet in A now denotes the two cysteine residues that were replaced
by alanines in N42C Az.
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with its proven robustness,1314 has made Az a very promising
candidate for bioelectronic applications.
Conductance via Az in aqueous solution has been measured

by various techniques15−18 including electrochemical scanning
tunneling microscopy (EC-STM).15 All current−voltage19,20
and current−distance spectroscopy21 studies, carried out on
Az, established the important role that the Cu(II) redox site
plays in the electron transport (ETp) process.
Previously, we have investigated ETp via solid-state

junctions of wild-type (WT) Az monolayers in the Au−Az−
Au configuration. Weakening the electronic protein−electrode
coupling by inserting a hydrocarbon spacer molecule between
Az and one of the (Au) electrodes, while the other Au
substrate is contacted by an Au−S bond to the protein,18

changed the ETp mechanism from OFF-resonant tunneling
(without spacer), to ON-resonant tunneling (with spacer).18

Further, by chemically modifying the spacer−protein inter-
action (using WT Az junctions with a spacer molecule), it was
possible to change the frontier orbitals’ energies.22 In all these
studiesWT Az was bound to the Au electrode−substrate by an
Au−S bond, formed with one of the cysteines at the south
pole, that forms the above-mentioned Cys3−Cys26 disulfide
bridge, which cleaves spontaneously when Az contacts the Au
surface. Consequently, the north end of Az, the side with the
Cu(II) coordination shell, is proximal to the other electrode

(or to any molecule, bound to that electrode). Thus, WT Az−
electrode coupling by covalent bonding occurs at its redox-
inactive end, while interaction proximal to the redox-active side
is noncovalent. As coupling to the electrodes appears to
dominate the ETp efficiency of proteins,23 the results obtained
so far raise the question of how far the location of the covalent
Az−electrode bond and the protein’s relative orientation with
respect to the electrodes affect conductance via Az junctions.
Obviously, the answer to these questions is rather crucial for
designing future protein-based electronics.
We address here these questions by using the Az mutant

N42C Az, where the two native disulfide bridge-forming
cysteine residues (3 and 26) are replaced by alanines, and the
native asparagine residue 42 is replaced by a cysteine.24,25

Position 42 is proximal to the Cu(II) site (cf. Figure 1B),
enabling the study of ETp via an Az bound to the electrode at
a very different protein locus and in an orientation that is
nearly opposite that of WT Az in the hitherto studied
junctions. In this study we provide compelling evidence for the
importance of a protein’s orientation, with respect to the
electrodes in a junction, for controlling its conductance. We
find experimentally that orientation enables increasing the
conductance of a well-known protein junction by ∼10 times,
allowing its use as a switch. Such a result has so far rarely been
observed in the field of solid-state bioelectronics. Furthermore,

Figure 2. (A) Schematic illustration of the solid-state protein junction, prepared by nanowire trapping, for charge transport measurements. Inset
shows the structure of N42C Az, with the same color code as in Figure 1. (B) Current−voltage (I−V) plots and (C) corresponding ln(current)−
voltage (lnI−V) plots of the Au−N42C Az−Au junction at temperatures, T, between 80 and 340 K. (D) ln(current) at 50−500 mV applied bias
voltages, as a function of 1000/T, for the N42C Az junctions.
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we provide an experimental photoemission-based, energy level
interpretation of the switching behavior between the two
different protein orientations. Our results suggest a novel
strategy to regulate conductance switching by use of protein−
electrode orientation and its control.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Materials. Az Mutant. Protocols of production and purification of

theWT Az26,27 and the mutated N42C Az24 have been published (see
SI). Briefly, in the latter, triply mutated Az, cysteine residues 3 and 26
were replaced by alanines and a cysteine replaced the native
asparagine residue 42. In the presence of oxidants such as ferricyanide
or even dioxygen the mutant forms dimers where two N42C Az
monomers are covalently bound by a disulfide bridge, between the
Cys 42 in each one (see SI, Figure S1).25 The N42C Az mutant’s
three-dimensional structure has been determined, and several detailed
studies have examined and established its stability.25,28−30

A mutation made at the secondary Cu(II)-coordination sphere of
the copper may change the Cu electronic state, which, in turn, can
affect the charge transport properties.15 In the case of the N42C Az
mutant, the mutation (“N” to “C” at position 42), though proximal to
the Cu, is not in the secondary Cu(II)-coordination shell and,
therefore, does not affect the Cu(II) electronic state. Experimentally,
this is shown by the finding that the typical LMCT band of the type 1
Cu(II) site, centered at ∼630 nm, of the N42C Az mutant overlaps
with that of the WT Az (see SI, Figure S4).
Junction Fabrication and Monolayer Formation. Junction

fabrication, formation of mutated Az monolayers, and their character-
ization were carried out following previously published proce-
dures.18,22,31

When the Az mutant’s solution contacts the lithographically
fabricated μm-sized Au electrode, the dimer’s disulfide bridge (Cys
42−Cys42) is cleaved and the N42C Az monomer becomes
covalently bound to Au via its exposed Cys 42 thiolate (see Figure
1B). Formation of the N42C Az mutant monolayers on the Au surface
was confirmed, and their properties were characterized by
ellipsometry (from which an optical thickness of 20−22 Å is deduced,
comparable to that found for monolayers of WT Az), AFM
(topography, see Figure S10 in SI), and UV−vis and PM-IRRAS
spectroscopies (see SI, Figures S3 and S6). The observed N 1s, C 1s,
O 1s, and S 2p peaks in the XPS spectra of Au surfaces, modified by
N42C Az adsorption, qualitatively confirm formation of the N42C Az
monolayers on the Au surface; the binding energy of the S 2p3/2 peak
maximum at around 162 eV confirms the formation of Au−S bonds
(for more details see SI, Figure S5).

The “suspended-wire” technique32−34 was used to form the
protein’s top electrical contact. In this method’s protocol individual
Au nanowires (NWs) are electrostatically trapped between pairs of
lithographically prepared Au electrodes (see Figure 2A). Thereby a
junction forms between the N42C Az monolayer on one of the Au
electrodes and the electrostatically trapped single Au nanowire (see
Figure 2A, as shown elsewhere31 in this method the trapping always
shorts the other electrode). The Au-bound N42C Az mutant
monolayers were shown to be sufficiently robust for solid-state
electron transport measurements from room temperature down to
cryogenic (∼10−15 K) ones and back.

■ RESULTS
The ETp via WT Az and N42C Az Is Temperature

Independent. Figure 2A illustrates schematically the
structure of the Au−N42C Az−AuNW (Az−Au nanowires)

Figure 3. (A, top left) Current−voltage, I−V (black), and conductance−voltage, (dI/dV)−V (red), plots via the WT Az junction between −0.5
and +0.5 V. (B, middle left) IETS, (d2I/dV2)−V, of the same junction. (C, bottom left) Results statistics of theWT Az junctions used in this study.
(D, E, F) As A, B, C, but for the N42C Az junctions. All data presented here are from experiments done at 10−15 K.
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junction configuration employed in this study. All the results
were obtained in the two-wire mode, where the AuNW is
biased and the bottom Au substrate is electrically grounded.
Current−voltage characteristics were measured, using this
configuration, in the 80−340 K temperature range with 20 K
intervals (Figure 2B). Results were comparable to those
obtained earlier for WT Az,18 notwithstanding the differences
in the protein’s site of binding and orientation between the
electrodes. Figure 2C presents the ln(current)−voltage plots
corresponding to Figure 2B. Figure 2D presents the
ln(current) vs 1000/T(temperature) plots at positive bias
voltages from 50 to 500 mV. The measurements at negative
bias voltages gave similar results (see SI, Figure S11). The
relatively small, <∼50%, nonmonotonic changes (see Figures
2D and S11) over the whole temperature range can be ascribed
to differences in thermal expansion between the electrodes and
substrate, and of the protein monolayer. Thus, taking into
consideration the fluctuations in the results, it is possible to
conclude that temperature-independent ETp is observed. Such a
behavior is consistent with charge transport by way of quantum
mechanical tunneling. The observed temperature-independent
ETp is similar to that observed for WT Az,20,35 a behavior that
we found recently to persist down to 4 K.34

Conductance and Inelastic Electron Tunneling Spec-
troscopy, IETS, Measurements. Together with the current,

we measured simultaneously the conductance (dI/dV) and the
conductance derivative (d2I/dV2 − V), all as a function of the
applied voltage. The last type of data, IETS, provides the
vibrational energies of the conducting medium, reflecting the
inelastic part of the electron transport across the junction.
Figure 3A and D present I−V and dI/dV−V curves for N42C
Az and WT Az, illustrating similar ETp behavior of both
proteins at <0.5 V bias. The small kinks observed in the dI/
dV−V plots (Figure 3A and D) reflect the opening of inelastic
conduction channels at voltages corresponding to the energies
of vibrational modes. The dip near zero bias is attributed to the
large number of low-energy vibrations in the complete junction
(i.e., including the electrodes). The peak in the IETS spectrum
(d2I/dV2 − V) (Figure 3B and E) observed at around 0.37 V
(3000 cm−1) is attributed to the C−H stretching mode, and
the peaks at 0.20/0.18 V (1640/1520 cm−1) to the amide I and
amide II bands.31 Comparison of Figure 3B and E shows that
at <0.5 V bias the IETS spectra for N42C Az and WT Az are
similar. Thus, over this bias range, changing the protein’s
bonding to and orientation between the electrodes, including
the protein surface region near the covalent bond to one of the
electrodes, do not affect the ETp across these junctions.
To explore whether this similarity is maintained at higher

bias, I−V curves and conductance−voltage plots were
measured for both types of protein junctions at >|0.5| V. We

Figure 4. (A) Current−voltage (I−V, black) and conductance voltage (dI/dV−V, red) plots of measurements via the WT Az junction between
−1.2 and +1.2 V. (B) As A, but for the N42C Az junction. Both experiments were carried out at 15 K.

Figure 5. (A) Close-up of the secondary electron photoemission cutoff (SEPC) region of the three studied surfaces, viz., clean Au, Au with an
N42C Az monolayer, and Au with a WT Az monolayer, from which the work function values are derived. (B) Zoom-in of the UPS spectra near the
Fermi level (linear intensity scale), showing EHOMO for the three studied surfaces, for clean Au EHOMO = Ef. Use of log(intensity) yields similar
differences in onset energies between WT and mutant Az, but shifted ∼1.5 eV toward 0 eV, i.e., Ef (see SI, Figure S12). The complete He I and He
II spectra are shown in the SI (Figure S13).
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note that measurements at such high bias should be done with
great care, because the high electric field strength (>∼1G V/m,
neglecting the voltage drop across contact leads) can lead to
instabilities and irreversible changes in the protein structure.36

Figure 4B presents an overlay of the I−V and dI/dV−V plots
of N42C Az mutant junctions. In the high negative bias range
(blue shading in Figure 4B) a distinctly different behavior from
that in any other examined voltage range is observed. This
different behavior is clearest in the dI/dV−V plot. The
conductance shows only very minor changes until −0.5 V, but
increases up to 3-fold at −0.8 V, followed by a slight decrease
before increasing even further. The conductance switch
observed in N42C Az junctions increases up to 10-fold (see
SI, Figure S8B). No such behavior is observed for the current
(Figure 4A, black line) or conductance via WT Az (Figure 4A,
red line) up to 1.2 V.
The conductance−voltage results presented in Figure 4A

and B can be a result of differences between WT Az and N42C
Az in cross-junction energy level profiles. Thus, applying a
sufficiently high (absolute) bias (without damaging the
junction) shifts one of the frontier energy levels of N42C Az
into the applied bias window of the junction (see Figure 6H),
thereby inducing a resonance between the energy levels. In
contrast, for the WT Az junction, the absence of peaks in the

dI/dV−V plot at high bias reflects that their frontier orbital
energy levels are too far energetically from the Fermi level to
reach resonance conditions (see Figure 6D). The broadening
of the shoulder/peak in Figure 4B (red line), at ∼12 (±3) K, is
consistent with the notion that more than one energy level is in
the Fermi window over this −0.8 to −1.0 V range.
The junctions’ stability and the reproducibility of our

measurements were further checked by back-and-forth
scanning of multiple different samples, prepared on different
days, as well as by checking several junctions made of each
sample (see Figure 3C and F). The bias at which the
conductance switch was observed could vary slightly among
the experiments, from junction to junction, probably due to the
variations in the orientation of the protein (see SI Figure S8).
We plan to look further into computational analysis of the

orientation of Az, attached via a Au−S bond to a Au surface, as
was done earlier for WT-Az and different types of single
amino-acid Az mutants.37,38 Although these calculations can
provide useful information, they are highly time-demanding
and beyond the scope of the present study.

Ultraviolet Photoelectron Spectroscopic Data. Details
of the complex interfacial electronic structure, including the
possible shift of the vacuum level at the protein−electrode
interface, were investigated by ultraviolet photoelectron
spectroscopy (UPS) measurements. The work functions (Wf)
of the surface-bound N42C Az and WT Az proteins were
obtained from the high secondary electron photoemission
cutoff (SEPC), where Wf = hν − SEPC, with hν the energy of
the UV photon source (HeI line) = 21.22 eV. As shown in
Figure 5A, SEPC values differ between surfaces covered with a
monolayer of WT and N42C Az by ∼0.3 eV, reflecting the
sensitivity of the Wf of a surface to its chemical composition. A
(relatively) clean Au surface (Wf = 5.0 eV) served to obtain a
reference energy level (see Figure 5A).
Modification of the Au surface with the proteins decreased

the work function, by ∼0.4 eV for the N42C Az monolayer and
by ∼0.7 eV for WT Az (Figure 5A). These Wf decreases mean
that the surfaces become less negative/more positive upon
protein adsorption, which is reasonable, because of cancella-
tion of the spillover electron density from the clean Au (pillow
effect; cf. ref 39); the ∼0.3 eV difference could originate from
the positive surface charge at the north pole of Az (proximal to
the Cu(II) and its coordination shell). This north pole area
serves as the contact surface of theWT Az, which has therefore
the smallest Wf. In addition, there could be some differences in
charge redistribution between the two protein mutants and the
Au substrate at the interface, which can affect what is otherwise
a pure dipole effect.
Even though both types of Az are bound to the Au substrate

via Au−S bonds, the proximity of the electron-rich Cu(II) and
its coordination shell to the Au−S substrate bond should make
the substrate−protein coupling for the N42C Az stronger than
for the WT Az, with a possible enhanced charge redistribution.
All other factors being equal, in the tight-binding/molecular
orbital models, stronger coupling should increase the energy
difference between both the HOMO (assuming it is bonding)
and LUMO (assuming it is antibonding) and the Fermi level
(reflected by the Wf). How then can the measured onsets of
the UPS signal yield an opposite result (Figure 5B)? The
reason is that the UPS measurements are carried out without
the second contact, the AuNW. It is conceivable that the
interaction between the AuNW and the surface proximal
Cu(II) coordination shell of WT Az will modify the surface

Figure 6. Qualitative energy level schemes for solid-state Az junctions.
(A, B) Energy level diagram of Au−WT Az−Au and Au−N42C Az−
Au, respectively, at zero bias. The position of the Lorentzian (shown
in pale orange) indicates the electrode to which the Cu(II)
cocoordination energy levels are pinned. For WT Az (A) the energy
levels are pinned to the AuNW, and for the N42C Az mutant (B) the
energy levels are pinned to the bottom Au electrode. (C, D, E, and F)
Au−WT Az−Au and (G, H, I, and J) Au−N42C Az−Au
corresponding junction. (C and E) WT Az junction at <|0.5| V
bias; (D and F) As C and E, but at higher (negative and positive) bias
(>|0.8| V). For WT Az junctions only off-resonant tunneling occurs,
because the protein energy levels are pinned to the NW Au electrode.
(G, I) N42C Az junction at <|0.5| V bias, consistent with off-resonant
tunneling transport. (H) At higher negative bias, <−0.8 V, the
horizontal black arrow indicates on-resonant tunneling. (J) At higher
positive bias, >+0.8 V, consistent with off-resonant tunneling, because
at zero bias |HOMO-Ef| > |LUMO-Ef|, where HOMO and LUMO
refer to the centers of those levels.
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energetics (for more details, please see the Discussion). Here
we identify this low bond energy photoemission onset with the
higher occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) of the material
from which the first electronic transition takes place. A clear
Au surface was used for the determination of the Fermi level
position (Ef) of the instrument (sample), where, according to
definition,40 the binding energy is equal to zero (Ef = 0 eV).
The results shown in Figure 5B indicate that the HOMO onset
for the N42C Az monolayer is approximately ∼1 eV closer to
the electrode Fermi level relative to that of WT Az. A zoom-in
UPS spectrum of the near Ef range in the semilog scale as well
as full-range He I and He II spectra are presented in SI Figures
S12 and S13.

■ DISCUSSION
Electric current conduction via a protein was found to depend
on its chemical nature and structure15,41,42 as well as on the
electrode−protein coupling.18,43,44 To analyze and understand
the observed differences in ETp between the N42C Az mutant
and WT Az, we first consider their structural37,42 and other
biophysical properties.24,45,27 Although substitution by alanines
of the two cysteines Cys3 and Cys26, which form the disulfide
bond in theWT Az, eliminates this bridge, it was found to have
a rather limited impact on the mutant’s three-dimensional
structure.30,24,27,29 The 3D structure of N42C Az shows that
the positions of the cysteine 42 Cβ carbons are virtually the
same as those of the asparagine Cβ carbons in the WT
protein.25

We next consider the coupling between the protein’s frontier
molecular orbital energies and the electrodes’ energy levels
relative to the Fermi level.22,43 In the SI (Section 10) we use a
simple model to estimate these energies and energy levels, by
fitting the I−V curves to a one energy level Landauer model.46

The results show that in the low-bias (<|0.5 V|) range, over
which the fit is possible, coupling of the mutant to the
electrodes is a few times stronger than that of the WT. This
result rationalizes the observed higher currents, also in this
range, where transport is consistent with off-resonant
tunneling, even though the effective barriers, derived from
the model, are similar.
Stronger electrode−protein coupling leads to stronger

electronic inductive effects,47 which broaden the frontier
orbital energy levels and also shift them further away from the
electrodes’ Fermi levels. Indeed, upon protein binding we
observe a clear HOMO onset shift. That shift can be ascribed
to orbital hybridization between the Au substrate and the
protein. This effect is expected to be stronger for N42C than
for WT Az due to the spatial proximity of the Cu(II) and its
electron-rich coordination shell to the bottom Au substrate for
N42C Az. Such a hybridization process was found for example
by computations of a tetra-heme protein48 interaction with a
Au substrate. Naturally, the second contact, with the AuNW,
can also modify the surface energetics. A stronger effect is now
expected for theWT Az, where the Cu(II) and its coordination
shell are in close proximity to the AuNW electrode, while the
N42C Az surface contacts the top AuNW with nonaromatic
amino acids. One could thus argue that the end result should
be similar energetics for both types of azurins. However, our
previous studies of WT Az6 and others of nonprotein
molecules49 show that the energetics of a given junction are
dominated mainly by coupling to the electrode to which the
protein is chemically bound. This is here the bottom Au
electrode, which Papp et al.50 call the “strong” contact. In our

case this is also the contact having by far the largest area, which
will reduce any constriction resistance and, thus, also the
contact resistance at the contact. Thus, the UPS results provide
a fair, even if only rough, possible rationale for the differences
in the behavior of the two protein variants. At the same time,
the stronger coupling to and hybridization with one of the
electrodes make it more likely that the protein energy levels
will be pinned to those of that electrode. Indeed, the ETp
results are consistent with some protein−electrode energy level
pinning.
What will then the energetics of the process have to be in

order to bring N42C Az in and out of resonance and why is
such behavior not observed for WT Az? Charge transport by
OFF-resonant tunneling22 may take place under low bias when
the energy gaps between the relevant energy levels are on the
order of several dozen kTs. “ON-resonant” tunneling becomes
possible when the applied bias window is aligned with the
Fermi level of one of the electrodes. This is evidenced by a step
in the observed current−voltage curve18,46 and by a peak in the
conductance−voltage response plot.7,18,22 ON-resonant tun-
neling is rarely observed in conductance measurements via
solid-state metal−molecule−metal junctions. The reason for
that is possibly associated with the nature of most types of such
junctions, which is too delicate to withstand the bias voltages
that allow such a transport mechanism. Still, this is often
observed in STM measurements.16,51,52

The energy level profile of the present studied systems is
illustrated in Figure 6 and explained further below. We suggest
that the observed differences in ETp reflect the different
contacts and orientation of the WT and N42C Az with, and
relative to, the electrodes. Earlier studies have already
implicated the Cu(II) coordination shell role in ETp via WT
Az.18,20 Both WT and the N42C Az are bound to the bottom
Au electrode by a Au−S bond. However, while for WT Az this
binding occurs at the opposite, i.e., the protein south end,
namely, distant from the Cu(II) coordination shell, the N42C
Az mutant is bound, via its C42, proximal to that shell, making
quite different interactions with the electrodes: The bottom
substrate Au electrode is connected to the Cu(II) coordination
site of the N42C Az mutant via a relatively short set of covalent
peptide bonds (Au−S···Cys42···His4645), rather than via the
∼1.8 nm long matrix of predominantly beta-sheet protein in
WT Az. This pins the energy levels of the Cu(II) coordination
shell in N42C Az mutant to the bottom Au substrate (see
Figure 6B).
While Au−S bonds are often called covalent, in fact they are

only partially so (<35% was estimated from DFT calcu-
lations),53 which implies some charge localization, important
when we compare the N42C Az’s close contact to the Cu
coordination shell with that of the WT protein. In the latter
case there is no direct chemical bond linkage, but there is close
physical contact between the immediate north end surface of
the Cu coordination shell and the AuNW.18 This physical
contact increases the probability of wave function overlap
between the Cu(II) coordination orbitals and the top AuNW
electrode, resulting in the broadening of the energy levels close
to the EF of the electrodes, including levels of Cu(II) and its
coordination shell. In contrast, the electronic energy levels of
the N42C Az Cu(II) coordination shell are not perturbed by
the interaction with the top AuNW electrode. In summary, the
Cu(II) coordination shell is more insulated from the top
AuNW electrode by the peptide matrix in N42C Az than in
WT Az, weakening its coupling to the latter. This conclusion is
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supported by the experimentally observed 2-fold higher
resistance observed for WT Az than for N42C Az over the
low bias voltage range, where the I−V curve is close to linear
(around 0.1−1 GΩ·nm2). This result implies that the mutant’s
Au−S bonding at a Cu(II) proximal, well-connected locus
helps transport more than the WT’s Au−S bonding at the
south, Cu(II) distal protein’s end and that the proximity of the
Cu(II) coordination shell surface physical contact to the
AuNW of the WT Az cannot balance it.
Our interpretation is also in line with that of our earlier

results, showing that the energy levels of the protein’s frontier
orbitals in an Au(substrate)−WT Az−AuNW junction are
pinned to the AuNW electrode.18,22 The pinning can be
rationalized by the close proximity between the AuNW and the
Cu(II) site. Therefore, an external bias, applied to the AuNW
electrode, shifts these energy levels together with the AuNW
bands as shown in Figure 6E and F, for low and higher bias.
Earlier18 we further showed that separating the Az north pole
from the AuNW by a nonconjugated hydrocarbon linker led to
bias-induced resonance-like ETp, which was interpreted as
result of the reduced electrode and protein coupling.
Therefore, to examine the effect of orientation on charge
transport via proteins in the solid state, direct attachment of
the protein to the Au surface via a Au−S bond is preferable.
Moreover, introducing a linker will also affect the protein’s
orientation by increasing its freedom of movement.
Conductance switching is observed in N42C Az only by

increasing the negative bias (see Figures 4B, S7), indicating
that the Au−N42C Az−Au junction is electrically asymmetric.
Apart from the asymmetry of the HOMO and LUMO with
respect to the electrode’s Fermi level (as can be deduced from
Figure 5B and illustrated in Figure 6), the protein’s intrinsic
dipole can make the applied bias drop unequally at the two
electrode interfaces. Unequal bias drop can also be a result of
the different electrode areas.
In the absence of applied bias voltage, the Fermi energy

levels (Ef) of the Au nanowire and the bottom Au substrate are
aligned. Figure 6G and I illustrate a schematic energy level
diagram of N42C Az for applied bias < |0.5| V; 6H at more
negative bias >0.8 V; and 6J at more positive bias >0.8 V. For
the sake of clarity, we only focus on the LUMO. Our previous
transistor experiments onWT Az enabled us to deduce that the
leading tail of the LUMO is close to the Au Fermi level.6 When
the frontier orbital is located far from the Fermi level, the
conductance is low due to being off-resonant tunneling. Upon
increasing the applied bias to a more negative value, >0.8 V,
the energy levels are shifted and are aligned within the bias
window, resulting in resonant tunneling with a rather abrupt,
almost 10-fold increase in the conductance. Figure 6C and E
illustrate the case for WT Az, at low (<|0.5| V) bias, and Figure
6D and F show that at higher bias (>|0.8| V). It appears that
the energy levels in both cases are not aligned with the bias
window. Therefore, the condition for ON-resonant ETp is not
met.
Temperature-independent ETp over long distances con-

stantly challenges the existing ETp models that are used
commonly to interpret and analyze experimental data. A major
question that is frequently raised is if the observed temper-
ature-independent ETp over long distances is really due to
quantum mechanical tunneling? ETp measurements carried
out on a protein junction rely completely on examining their
temperature dependence for understanding their mechanism,
given that hitherto reliable thickness dependence measure-

ments are hard to impossible on a given protein molecule. Our
current finding that the use of protein−electrode orientation
manipulation and its control can push the system energy levels
in and out of resonant tunneling by varying the applied bias
provides an important indirect measurement of quantum
mechanical tunneling in action. This result is most relevant to
the fundamental understanding of ETp via proteins. It also
suggests a novel strategy for regulating conductance switching
by controlling protein−electrode orientation.

■ CONCLUSION

We observe, reproducibly, a marked increase in conductance
(up to 10-fold, showing a conductance peak) at negative bias
via Au−N42C Az−Au junctions, which is interpreted as being
a direct OFF- to ON-resonant charge tunneling transition.
This remarkable observation became possible because the
N42C Az is partly decoupled from one of the electrodes.
Importantly, the junction is stable up to ∼|1.2| V. No
conductance switching is observed for WT Az, where the
main difference between the two junctions is the flipped
protein orientation with respect to the electrodes and the
direct Au−S bond being to one of the electrodes proximal to
the protein’s redox center. He source-based UPS measure-
ments of the N42C Az on Au provide a quantitative rationale
for the observed bias-dependent switch. Electrically controlled,
solid-state conductance switching of proteins, as presented and
rationalized here, is an important step toward potential use of
proteins in bioelectronic devices.
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